For Children Living with a New Heart, a Life-Saving
Heart Transplant is only the Start of the Journey.
Our vision is a world where every child that needs a new heart, children just like
yours, are able to get one that lasts a lifetime.

We Need Your
Valuable Input!
In the next few weeks, Enduring
Hearts will begin hosting several
Facebook Live segments featuring
pediatric transplant doctors and
researchers to discuss topics that are
important to YOU and your child's
transplant journey. Please take a few
minutes to answer this short survey
by June 11th, to help us make this as
informational for our families as
possible!
Start the Survey Now!

Research Focus:
Prevent, Early
Diagnose and Treat
CAV
Heart transplantation can be a
lifesaving procedure for children with
inoperable heart diseases. Cardiac
Allograft Vasculopathy (CAV) is a
leading cause for these transplanted
hearts to fail. Enduring Hearts has
funded eight (8) different research
teams across the country to
investigate novel strategies to prevent,
diagnose early and prevent the onset
of CAV in children who have received
new hearts. Click here to read more
about our CAV targeted research
initiatives!

"Mom, why do I have
to wear a mask?"
While many states are beginning to
slowly relax restrictions from
quarantine and shelter-in-place, many
families are resisting the temptation to
rush back out and “coexist” with their
neighbors.
For children living with a new heart
and for their siblings, families should
continue to practice social distancing
and wear a mask to prevent the
spread of the illness. It is often difficult
to communicate with a young child the
need to wear a mask especially when
they see their peers without one.
Click here to view our valuable
resources for talking to your children
about COVID.

In The News!
Gary, a Murfreesboro 16-year-old heart
transplant recipient and one of our
heart warriors knows the quarantine
life all too well - he had to "live in a
bubble" for months after life-saving
surgery. Hear directly from Gary on
what life has been like post-transplant
as well as how the pandemic has
impacted his life.
Hear from Gary Himself.

Round up Your Spare
Change to Support
Transplant Research
Your spare change can make a huge
impact! By using the RoundUp App,
we have developed a QUICK and
EASY way to donate your spare
change on purchases made online or
with your credit card to Enduring
Hearts each month!
Get Started Today!

Participate in research to learn more about CHD
and COVID-19!
If your child was born with a congenital heart defect and has experienced symptoms
of COVID-19, please consider helping our friends at Conquering CHD by completing
the short survey below!
Click Here to Begin the Survey

We still need your help!
We only need a few more votes to earn a Top-Rated Nonprofit Badge for 2020!
Please consider taking the time to leave a review to help others learn more about us
spread the Enduring Hearts mission!
Click here to give a 5 Star Rating

Stay even more up to date.
Have you heard that we have started a blog? Here you will be able to read more of
our latest news, research updates, program recaps, and much more!
Click here to view the Enduring Hearts Blog.
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